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SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -13 – BUYBACK
I have mentioned during the series of Warren Buffett’s letter that buyback done by the company considers good.
Also when the market value of the company is available at discount from intrinsic value and company does not
have a better opportunity to make an investment then company has to repurchase own shares. We have heard
that the company having a good management then they come up with a buyback and other will come up with a
dilution of capital. The buyback is one of the criteria for judging a capital allocation decision of management that
whether good or not.
Currently, many buybacks coming up due to taxation on dividend so that we need to check in detail regarding
management. Here, I am going to explain what is buyback and how it is impacting to the per share intrinsic value
of the company.
We try to understand it in a simple manner.
The company first decide “Authorized share capital” at the time of formation of the memorandum of association.
"Authorized share capital is the number of stock units (shares) that a company can issue as stated in its
memorandum of association or its articles of incorporation. The authorized share capital is often not fully used
by management in order to leave room for future issuance of additional stock in case the company needs to raise
capital quickly." - Investopedia

What is Outstanding Share capital?
“Outstanding shares refer to a company's stock currently held by all its shareholders, including share blocks held
by promoters, management, institutional investors and individual shareholders.” - Investopedia
The company first decide authorized share capital and from those authorized share capital, the company issued
share capital as per the need which knows as outstanding share capital / Issued / Subscribed share capital.
Outstanding shares keep on fluctuating with the fund requirement by the company. When management needs
to raise capital for the company, they issue additional share capital (outstanding shares will get issued- also
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known as a dilution of share capital) and when the company does not require further additional capital then they
reduce an outstanding share capital which is also known as buyback or repurchase of shares.
What is Buyback?
"Stock buybacks refer to the repurchasing of shares of stock by the company that issued them. A buyback occurs
when the issuing company pays shareholders the decided value per share and re-absorbs that portion of its own
that was previously distributed among public and private investors." - Investopedia

So that buyback reduces a no. of shares outstanding which are considered good because it will reduce partners
of the company and also improves per share value of a company.
Few points to focus


Buyback of shares should be authorized by the article of association or need to pass through a special
resolution by shareholders



The buyback does not exceed 25% of the total paid-up capital and free reserves of the company



The ratio of the debt owed by the company is not more than twice the capital and its free reserve after such
buy-back



After the buyback company cannot issue new shares within 24 months of the period from the competition
of buyback. Only bonus share issuance is allowed



The time gap between two buybacks should be one year

How buyback and dilution of share capital affect to the different financial factors?
1.

Balance sheet

Buyback of share has an impact on the balance sheet and it does not have any impact the profitability. Share
capital, shareholder’s fund, cash balance, assets base, etc get impacted due to buyback.
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Share capital

As company repurchase issued share capital, No.of issued shares get reduced. I have shown the same in the
above image.

3.

Shareholders’ Fund

As the company has utilized reserve created for the repurchase of shares so that reserve and surplus got to
reduce and no.of shares got reduced also (In the above image the company has issued shares due to the
demerger, else share capital get reduced from 41.80 cr to 33.58 crore).
4.

Cash balance

Cash balance got reduce in the balance sheet due to the buyback. The company need to pay the amount to the
shareholders who wish to tender shares to the company.

5.

Assets base

As cash balance gets reduced due to the buyback, overall assets base also get reduce in many of the cases. Here,
we have to check other aspects of assets also. If other aspects keep on increasing after the buyback then overall
assets base will also increase. If the company does not acquire any new assets then due to reduction into the
cash assets base get reduce.
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ROA (%)

We have seen that assets base got reduced due to the buyback so that with similar profit also Return on Assets
will get an increase.
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Here, we can see that RoA (%) has increased due to the decline in assets base (As buyback has done in FY2017)
through profit has reduced.
7.

ROE (%)

Shareholder fund considers as an Equity into the RoE calculation. As we have seen that shareholders fund get
reduced due to buyback so that return on equity will increase.
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ROCE (%)
The formula of capital employed is shareholders fund + borrowings. As we have seen that due to the buyback
shareholders fund get reduced which also bring down the overall capital employed to the business. So that
with the similar profit, return on capital employed will get improve.

9.

Earning Per Shares (Rs.) (EPS)
Here, we can see that the profit of the company remains the same but per share earning has changed due
to changes in outstanding shares. As outstanding shares got reduced, per share earning get improved with
similar profit and as outstanding shares got increased, per share earning get reduced with similar profit.
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10. Price to Earnings (P/E)

If the company remain trade on the similar price pre and post buyback or dilution then also P/E of the company
get change. P/E has getting impacted due to price or EPS. Here, we can see that price remains the same but EPS
get an increase in case of buyback which reduces the P/E and EPS get reduced in case of dilution which increases
P/E.
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11. Dividend per share (Rs.)

Here, we can see that if the company declares the similar amount of total dividend then also dividend per share
get improved after buyback and dividend per share get reduced after new issues of shares.
Indian companies examples
Buyback when company available at a cheaper valuation
One of the Pharma Company of India which has sold one of the business segment into the FY2011 and company
becomes a Cash bargain. The company has done a buyback at that time.

The company has a total Cash balance of Rs.1770.28 crore + Upcoming cash due to the sale of the business worth
of Rs.7136.00 crore = Rs.8906.28 crore. And the company was available at MCap of ~Rs.7830 crore. Entire
continuing business was not given valued by the market.
Bottom of the cycle
One of the metal company in the year 2016 has come up with the buyback. In the year 2016, the price of iron
ore was traded lower.
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Company had a cash balance of Rs.14806 crore in FY16 and PAT of Rs.2517 crore. Company was available at
MCap of ~Rs.28440 crore. Entire continuing business ex-cash was available at 5.94x of PAT (MCap Rs.28440 crore
- Cash Rs.14806 crore + debt Rs.1497 crore = Rs.15130.86 crore; EV Rs.15130.86 crore / PAT Rs.2517 crore =
5.94x).
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Future prospect of the company looks good and available at a decent valuation
One of the petrochemical company which has transform business to high margin products from commodity

The company has come out with the buyback during June-July 2013. Here, we can see that the majority of the
working capital is getting covered from trade payables and also the company has generated a profit which takes
care of assets and other needs. The company also has repaid debt during the worst business cycle. If we read an
annual report then we can come to know that management focus is on the expansion of margin through new
high margin products and withdrawal of existing low margin products. Such efforts have contributed to the
shareholders.
Business does not require a fund to invest or business does not have a huge growth available

Here, we can see that the company has a sluggish revenue and profit growth, also cash + investment is getting
accumulated with the company. So that company should return capital to the shareholders. And the company
has performed buyback.
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Buyback has done instead of debt repayment
One of the largest tea manufacturing company which has sold assets and done a buyback rather repay the
debt in the FY19
The company has sold off its tea estate for the repayment of debt but they come out with the buyback of Rs.100
crore. It is acceptable that the business cycle is experiencing a tough time so buyback also advisable. But debt
repayment should be a first priority of the management.
High-value buyback
One of the adhesive company has made a buyback in FY18
The company has made a buyback where P/E (x) ~52x, EV/EBITDA ~33x, P/BV ~14x, MCap to sales ~7.62x. The
company is the market leader, having a decent financial though repurchasing shares at such valuation can be
harmful. And raw material of the company is crude oil and its derivative so due to lower price of crude oil
company enjoys higher margin in last ~10+ years.
We have to check that whether the buyback decision of the company is good capital allocation at a particular
time and at a particular price or not. Not all buyback should be considered as a good capital allocation decision
of the management. If we repurchase our shares at a higher value then it does not add value to the existing
shareholders of the company.
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Disclaimer
Above article is just my perception, and perception can be wrong. For me, my perception can be right but for
others, it might be wrong.
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As a founder of Lucky Idiot; My mission through “Lucky Idiot” is to educate novice investors and to
distribute learning to more and more people in a simple manner.
Follow me: @ Twitter Jimit Zaveri
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